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Message from the President

Greetings to All,

Corporate, treasury and muni bond data are highlighted in this
newsletter.  Many of you know about our broad focus on equities and
options but may be unfamiliar with our corporate, treasury and muni
bond data.   This newsletter will give you an overview of
these capabilities and how they may help in your investment
processes. 

Also take a look at our Vickers Institutional Holdings and Insider
Trading data presentations.   These data may give you insights into
new possible investments. 

Finally, I ask you to take a look at our ESG services.  Complimentary
trials are available.  It is great for integrating portfolios with ESG with
both scores and reports using standard ticker symbols to alleviate
security identifier problems.  Articles on ESG appear daily with such
attention ESG is becoming top of mind with investors and scholars. 
 Our ESG consensus data also helps you avoid pitfalls of single
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source data because the scores are the consensus from several
vendors.

Thank you for your business.

Regards,  

Fred Parsons, CEO

Corporate, Muni and Treasury Information
The corporate, muni and treasury data pages show details on millions of these
securities.   Just about everything you need except duration and convexity. 
Among the data available are both active and matured bonds that may be
accessed by name, cusip, maturity and other parameters. 

The data available for bonds include latest IDC evaluated price, issue dates,
issue type, maturity date, bond amounts, issue features (such as call
provisions), S&P, Fitch and Moody ratings, coupon rates, payment and record
dates, various supplemental data, call dates, sinking fund provisions and more. 
 So if you don't need convexity or duration, our data, sourced from IDC, is an



ideal solution and it costs much less than a Bloomberg. 

On and off-the-run live treasury data
 
There's one more thing.  You can also see live prices on treasuries (for some of
us will remember Telerate Page 5).  Further, you can access off-the-run prices
on treasury bills, bonds and notes.  An example is shown below.   

For help on these pages, please call our client service team 800-368-2078 or
email support@taquote.com.



Insider Trades and Institutional Holdings 
Nobody is as familiar with a company’s day-to-day operations and prospects as
the managers and directors who make executive decisions at their own
company – these folks are called “insiders”. And Insiders leave tracks in the
market.  Each month these Insiders, under law, report their purchases and
sales to the SEC.  

There are many reasons why an insider might sell, and several reasons why
they might  buy including exercising stock appreciation rights and options.  But
the most interesting buys are open market purchases at the prevailing market
price and these are a strong bullish indicator.  These signal a bullish opinion
not found in any announcements or financial statements.  And watch for
number of open market purchases, the number of insiders involved, and the
size of the transactions. 

Telemet provides these reports to you via our insider trading pages and
highlights them on our price charts.   So consider Telemet Orion as your go-to
financial data platform for insider trades! 
 
Telemet also offers institutional holdings – a great source of market intelligence.
If you have a favorite fund, or trust company, you can see what they own, what
they are buying and what they are selling.  So for example, if an institution is
known for their expertise in a given sector or industry, you can piggyback on
their expertise to help you investigate your own potential investments.  
 
For help on gaining access and getting insights into these data, please call our
client service team 800-368-2078 or email support@taquote.com.
 



More on ESG Investing and ESG Scores
ESG metrics are offered by over 100 vendors and their scores are widely
known to have low correlations (0.61 among 5 major vendors).  Telemet's ESG
offering helps because it provides consensus ESG scores for each
security thereby lessening the bias in the scores that come from a single
source.  Telemet's ESG scores are timely too, some major sources update their
scores only once per year.  Telemet also uses standard ticker symbols so that
you can seamlessly integrate these scores on Telemet's front office analytic
and portfolio reports.  We offer screening on these scores and ratings too and
with our reports you can compare ratings and scores among stocks in your



portfolios.   

In addition to our ESG data, there are several ETFs with ESG focus that you
may want to consider such as EFIV, the spdr S&P 500 ESG ETF. Others to
consider are SUSA, the iShares MSCI USA ESG and ICLN, the iShares Clean
Energy ETF.
 
For help on gaining access to these ESG data, please call our client service
team 800-368-2078 or email support@taquote.com.
 

Tutorials and Important Links
 
 
Our last Webinar on "Linking to Portfolio Management Systems" was in
April 2021. 
 
To get help to see this webinar or to review past webinars which contain
valuable orientation materials on charts, spreadsheets, news and
attribution, call/email or chat with a member of your client service team,
800-368-2078 or email  support@taquote.com.
 

Telemet Orion Latest Version v8.2.06.7 dated 9/4/20  - Select
Telemet Orion software
Televista for Advent Axys v 2.5.40 dated 9/4/20 select compatible
software
Televista for Advent APX v1.5.31 dated 9/4/20 Select compatible
software
Telemet QuoteService Standard Version v1.0.3.0  - Select
compatible software
TeleFlash Proprietary Data Publisher v1.3.3.8  - Select compatible
software
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